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This book is simply essential reading for corporate executives—and 

leaders of all kinds—in the digital age. Responsible and respectful 

stewardship of data and digital assets is the new corporate social 

responsibility. Through this book, Jeffrey Ritter continues to guide us 

through this amazing age of transition and opportunity, to better out-

comes for companies, institutions, and, most importantly, individuals.

Nuala O’Connor,  
President & CEO,  

Center for Democracy & Technology

I don’t know why Jeffrey came back from the future to teach us how 

to adapt to what’s coming, but he did, and I am grateful. Thank you, 

Jeffrey.

Peter E.  Sand,  Esq.,  
Executive Director of Privacy,  

MGM Resorts International

Jeffrey’s ability to explain novel concepts is nothing short of extra- 

ordinary. In one two-hour lecture on payment systems, he not 

only expanded my understanding of digital trust and systems, but  

favorably altered the course of my future as a lawyer in a new direc-

tion. His thought-leadership in this space will transform the dialogue 

about governance in a digital world.

Juli  Greenberg,  
Senior Vice President and Assistant General Counsel,  

Citi Retail Services

Jeffrey has been, and continues to be, at the vanguard of connect-

ing technology and the rule of law, always passionate and thinking 

globally. His book is a valued contribution toward our collective ef-

forts to achieve digital trust across the cloud.

Jim Reavis,  
CEO, Cloud Security Alliance
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Achieving Digital Trust should be the dog-eared companion for any 

intrepid entrepreneur or innovator who wishes to achieve the ever 

elusive key ingredient in their business or personal life—trust. The 

methodologies and strategies in this book build upon the human 

and emotional aspects of trust and create the path toward the possi-

bility of actually achieving a sustainable digital infrastructure. If trust, 

as Jeffrey presents, can be viewed as a “chain of decisions,” the first 

decision should be clear-acquire and consume this book!

Michelle Finner an Dennedy,  
Vice President, Cisco Systems,  

Founder of The iDennedy Project,  
and co-author of The Privacy Engineer’s Manifesto

Trust, accuracy, and context are everything when it comes to Veri-

feed’s success in translating insights from millions of social conver-

sations into profitable and powerful outcomes. Jeffrey has created 

tools and insights that I know are game-changers for those compa-

nies and causes who know that building digital trust will spell the 

difference between profit and loss, fame or shame.

Melinda Wittstock,  
Founder and CEO, Verifeed.com

Jeffrey’s ground-breaking ideas fundamentally challenge the as-

sumptions that underpin risk management and open the doors to a 

radically new way of looking at security—built on analysis and quan-

tification of trust. This is a must-read for any security professional 

wanting to engage in shaping the future of the digital world. 

Dr. David J.  King,  
Visiting Fellow, Kellogg College,  

University of Oxford

Jeffrey’s treatise (and I don’t call it that lightly) is a fascinating new 

view on trust and risk. This book matters not just to information se-

curity professionals or any other branch of IT, but for any profes-

sional where decision-making on less than complete information is 

required-in other words, all of us!

David Mortm an,  
Chief Security Architect  

and Distinguished Engineer, Dell
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For the 25 years I have known him, Jeffrey has been a visionary,  

always staking out new approaches on the law and technology. This 

new book continues his quest to bring lawyers, corporate executives, 

risk managers and board members into the brave new world of dig-

ital trust. His unique paradigm breaks new ground and provides us 

with the opportunity to view our existing and future landscapes with 

new eyes. With Achieving Digital Trust, Jeffrey has cemented his leg-

acy as a brave and revolutionary thinker in this amazing new world.

L awrence J.  Center,  
Assistant Dean,  

Georgetown University Law Center

From the Board Room to our modern day asymmetric battlefield, 

Jeffrey Ritter’s Achieving Digital Trust will open eyes. It provides us 

with a reference model that management and software architects 

have been seeking. The survival of the Internet as we know it is 

currently at stake. This book provides a look into the transparency 

of «Trust Decisions» and how ensuring digital truth will shape our 

global governance for decades to come.

Peter L .  Higgins, 
 Managing Director & Chief Risk Officer,  

1SecureAudit

Those things that no one wants to face are those most in need of 

attention. Trust is one of those things. Jeffrey provides a unique per-

spective on trust as a human value that has the potential to rock the 

structures of all our relationships in a humbling way that is overdue. 

This book is about digital trust, but so much more! 

Trish Whynot,  D.C.Ed.,  
Author, Counselor

Jeffrey is a global authority on digital trust. He is one of the few 

people that understands where information security, risk and law 

converge, where they are headed and how they relate. This book 

breaks new ground and is a must-read for boards of directors and 

executive teams. 

Bob West,  
Managing Director, Careworks Tech
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Ten pages into this book, you’ll understand why author Jeffrey Ritter 

is described as “passionate,” “inspiring,” and “visionary” by his stu-

dents at Oxford, Johns Hopkins and Georgetown. He embraces this 

topic of digital trust in all of his work and eloquently gets across why 

we should care about it. His book empowers us to know what we can 

do to keep ourselves and our organizations safe in cyberspace. Read 

it and reap.

Sa m Horn, CEO of Intrigue Agency  
and author of Tongue Fu! and Got Your Attention?

Civility begins with trust. In this digital world, Jeffrey Ritter has taken 

on the challenges of building and achieving trust with remarkable 

insight. His tools enable all of us, regardless of our roles, to collab-

orate, communicate and work together more effectively. Achieving 

Digital Trust empowers you to work, live, and thrive with greater civil-

ity and an enhanced level of professionalism. 

Sue Jacques,  
The Civility CEO® and author of What The Fork?

As a landscape architect, I know the challenges of identifying, syn-

thesizing, and navigating all of the rules required to create some-

thing functional, aesthetic, and valued. In this book, Jeffrey Ritter is 

giving all of us new tools with which to design, build, and use digital 

assets within the vast complexity of cyberspace. This is an exciting 

contribution to the architecture of our world.

Bibi  Gaston, Landscape Architect  
and author of The Loveliest Woman in America: A Tragic Actress,  

Her Lost Diaries, and Her Granddaughter’s Search for Home
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 13

P R E F A C E

T H E  W A R  O N  T R U S T

AC RO S S  T H E  WO R L D,  daily headlines confirm there is 

a global war for control of digital information. The targets are 

immense—Sony, Target, Boeing, JP Morgan, Chase, Home Depot, 

AT&T, eBay, Google, power utilities, airlines, and virtually every 

governmental agency in any nation. The targets are small—your 

credit card, your browsing history, your calls for taxi services, your 

health data, and your preferences for beer.

This war is being shaped by weapons of attack we have heard 

about—Stuxnet, Backoff, DDoS, Gauss, malware, sniffers, and eye-

glasses that film you punching in ATM passwords. This war is being 

shaped by weapons of attack that have yet to be created, designed 

to exploit the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of new technologies 

that, themselves, have yet to be invented.

The objective in this war is simple—to gain control of the digital 

knowledge assets each of us seeks to use in the decisions we make 

every day:
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Important decisions like picking the best schools 

for our children or choosing the doctor to perform 

life-altering surgery.

Small decisions like finding the gas station with 

the best prices.

“Bet it all” decisions that place a nation, a com-

pany, a division, an employee team, or the wealth 

saved across generations at risk—the decisions 

that leave you sweating bullets and not sleeping.

When the information you need to make decisions is controlled, 

the quality of your decision is controlled and the possible out-

comes from which you can choose slip from your control. Where 

there is less information, your decisions become vulnerable. As an 

executive, an IT architect, an investment manager, an educational 

director, or even a parent, your job is to lead with good decisions. 

You want your decisions to be ones that others will follow. But 

those ambitions erode when those fighting the war to control digi-

tal information are winning.

In reading this book, you will explore and acquire an entirely new 

portfolio of tools and strategies to help shift the momentum of that 

war. As in any combat or battle, to succeed, it is essential for you to 

understand what is at stake. What we are facing is more than a war 

to control information. It is a war on our ability to trust informa-

tion. Yes, a war on trust.

At every turn, you can sense that, somehow, the critical fabrics of 

trust that have been woven together for thousands of years and 

that allow us to live in social systems are unsteady, trembling, 

and fragile. It is as true in our national governments, corporate 
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boardrooms, and compliance programs as it is in our interactions 

with sales clerks and neighbors. Decisions you take as a leader are 

questioned more intensely. As a team member, business analyst, 

armchair investor, or family financial officer, you have become 

more reluctant to accept the decisions of others. Blind faith is no 

longer an acceptable justification to lead others in a charge over 

the hill, or a basis on which you choose to follow others. Why is 

trust under attack at so many levels, across so many economies, 

and in so many routine, ordinary decisions through which we  

live our lives?

T H E  C U R R E N T  P L AY I N G  F I E L D
The Internet, the embrace of cyberspace, and the ubiquitous pres-

ence of digital information in human society are making immense, 

positive contributions. In the simplest actions of our daily lives and 

in the most important decisions we make in business, in govern-

ment, in education, and in choosing between war and peace, we 

have become reliant upon the availability and presence of digital 

information. As our reliance speeds into dependency and, in turn, 

addiction, there are two profound shifts occurring that are shaping 

the direction of this war on trust.

First, technology is compressing the time we have to make good 

decisions. The immediacy with which information can be accessed, 

the speed of communications, and the competitive pressures to 

make decisions NOW are carving tighter decision-making dead-

lines into everything we do. Automation is requiring you to make 

decisions faster. Global competition makes each decision you exe-

cute more consequential. The pressure to get to the next decision is 

exacerbated by the ease with which technology places information 

for the current decision at your fingertips.

There are two 

profound shifts 

occurring that 

are shaping the 

direction of this 

war on trust.
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As a result, to act within the time constraints of deadlines, the 

presence of fiercer competition, and the looming threat of higher 

lost-opportunity costs, you have no choice—you must presume the 

trustworthiness of the information you acquire to make decisions. 

Deciding now requires you to acquire the information you need 

from the most accessible source, with zero time to ask the import-

ant questions: “Where did this information come from? Who put 

this report together? Has the data been confirmed to be accurate? 

Who actually authored the analysis? Is the history you are teach-

ing my children objective? Does this bank statement reflect all of 

our deposits?”

Answering these types of questions is inherent to how we make 

good decisions. You seek information that serves as fuel for your 

decision. You work hard to validate that the information can be 

trusted. You calculate toward your decision, constantly evaluat-

ing whether the information holds up its reliability. But in today’s 

24/7/365, wired decision-making landscape, there is no time to 

ask those questions. Those controlling the information you need 

understand that pressure and require you to presume their digital 

information is trustworthy and reliable for making your decisions. 

Thus, to gain control of digital information is to succeed in impos-

ing an enormous handicap—removing your ability to challenge its 

trustworthiness by asking the right questions.

Second, information technology has rapidly created a different 

kind of infrastructure through which information and knowledge 

can be stored. The Net is a global facility that never was designed 

for how we now use it—as a primary and essential repository for 

the knowledge of human experience. Cloud-based services, dis-

tributed storage systems, and server farms on every continent—all 

are locations in which the information you need for your decisions 

Those 

controlling the 

information  

you need . . .  

require you 

to presume 

their digital 

information is 

trustworthy.
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may be found. Yet, the custodians who operate these facilities are 

not the public library or local university; instead, a mind-boggling 

inventory of multiple, connected networks of service providers, 

application providers, contractors, sub-contractors, and agents—

both human and automated—interconnect to support the global 

appetite for information through agreements, contracts, terms of 

service, and other rules of play into which you have had no input 

and the details of which you may never have knowledge.

In the 20th Century, companies kept their information assets under 

lock and key. In science, libraries curated and archived informa-

tion and validated the authors and the bases of their research.  

Governments were trusted to preserve and keep accessible the vital 

records of those they governed. When you sought out information, 

you could trust the source. Today, that is the second shift—you 

no longer can presume the trustworthiness of the information 

sources. Indeed, you not only are asked to presume their reliability 

as sources of information; you also must presume their security as 

custodians engaged in collecting the surveillance, monitoring, and 

behavioral data about you, your family, and your company.

These two shifts are inexorable and serve as the best evidence of 

the momentum of the war. As the headlines now report on a daily 

basis, neither trust in digital information nor trust in the sources 

and custodians of digital information can be presumed.

For those of us who are decision makers, these are huge problems. 

With growing velocity, we are losing our ability to trust digital 

information to be factual, accurate, reliable, and authentic. But we 

also are losing something far more important—trust in the quality 

of our own decisions and our confidence in those we trust to make 

good decisions.

You no 

longer can 

presume the 

trustworthiness 

of the 

information 

sources.
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T H E  B R E A K D O W N  O F  T R U S T

Whether in government, in business, in classrooms, or at the dinner 

table, the ubiquitous presence of digital assets and devices enables 

us to do something radical—immediately seek out information that 

allows us to challenge and evaluate our trust in the decisions of 

others we are expected to follow. So, in addition to your own deci-

sion process being shaken, so too are the evaluations others make 

to trust your decisions. If you are a business leader, IT executive, 

information security manager, systems architect, elected public 

official, educator or stay-at-home parent, you have surely felt the 

discomfort.

As soon as you announce a decision, someone is thumb-typing 

on a device to find information to validate or contradict you. A  

few clicks and your questioner has acquired data that enables 

that person to challenge your decision process, view it differently, 

or weigh it with less confidence. Admit it, you surely have done 

the same when you are on the other side of the table, hearing 

the decisions, opinions, or guidance of others—a superior offi-

cer, a corporate manager, a business partner, a teacher, or even a  

spouse.

Technology is empowering us with accessibility to information but 

undermining our effectiveness in how we use information to make 

decisions. The Net is delivering unprecedented immediacy in how 

we communicate decisions to our teams, yet empowering them 

to question the qualities of our decisions and, in turn, hold back 

their trust until they do so. We are at a tipping point that is very 

different than previously imagined. Rather than tipping forward in 

mass market adoption, we are somehow struggling, wavering, and 

uncertain about the directions in which to move.

As soon as 

you announce 

a decision, 

someone is 

thumb-typing 

on a device to 

find information 

to validate or 

contradict you.
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It is really very simple. In the foreseeable future, we will not func-

tion as a global society without the Net and the immense digital 

resources and information assets of our society. The addiction is 

established—commerce, government, education, and our neigh-

bors offer no option other than to require that we rely upon digital 

information in making decisions. But we will not function success-

fully if the war for control of those assets is lost. The battlefield, 

however, is the one on which trust is to be gained or lost—trust in 

the information we use, trust in the infrastructures that support 

us, and trust in the decisions we make in a digital world.

If we are to turn the tide in the war for control, and prevail in 

maintaining a digital infrastructure through which we can sus-

tain societies and a functional, global economy, we must design 

and achieve trust in the digital information we use, trust in the 

infrastructure of the Net through which we live, and trust in the 

decisions we make in a digital world—we must build what I call  

digital trust.

W H A T  I S  D I G I T A L  T R U S T ?

Some years ago I began to study how we place our trust in dig-

ital things—networks, computers, systems, applications, and, of 

course, the information that is both the fuel and the output of their  

operation. In pursuing an understanding of digital trust, I learned 

that two far more difficult challenges first had to be conquered—I 

needed to figure out how we, as human beings, decide to trust, and I 

had to figure out how any of us makes decisions that can be trusted.

The questions rose up and multiplied:
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Is trust just an emotion, a feeling that we sense 

and use like a crude compass to find our way from 

here to there?

How do we decide to trust the people in our lives, 

the tools we choose to perform our work, and the 

information we consume, whether in business, 

education, or entertainment?

How do we choose our employers or employees, 

supporting financial institutions, board members, 

or our governments?

How do we calculate the value we will pay for 

the products, services, and resources in which we 

place our trust every day in order to live our lives?

How do we lose trust in something or someone?

How does a leader gain the trust of those follow-

ing, and how can that trust be lost?

Is trust merely the condition in which we live 

when we are not in fear of known risks, a default 

setting that is hard-wired into how we think?

Uncovering the answers to those questions about how we decide to 

trust, and how we make decisions that can be trusted, came first. 

Only then could I proceed to ask and try to answer the additional, 

increasingly complex questions about how we might build and 

achieve digital trust.

What changes when you are deciding to trust a 

machine, a mobile device, a game, or a business 

application?
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How do you decide to trust digital information 

that is intangible and cannot be lifted, opened, or 

flipped through?

What questions do you need to ask to conclude that 

trust is justified in both digital information and the 

sources from which you acquire the information?

How do you make trust decisions about people, 

associations, tools, or their value when the infor-

mation upon which you will rely is increasingly 

digital and intangible?

In a global culture in which digital trust is un-

der attack and degrading, how can you build and 

engender old-fashioned human trust with your 

customers, business partners, associates, and 

employees?

Flooded with digital information, devices, and the 

capacity for others to question decisions, how can 

you make better decisions, choose the superior 

alternatives, and reduce the number of decisions 

that “just take the risk” because of data that is 

missing or not proven to be reliable?

Can achieving digital trust be proven to be good 

business and create new wealth in a global, 

24/7/365 marketplace that demands increasing 

velocity while also increasing the risks of living 

digitally?

This book present the answers—the right answers—to those 

questions. In doing so, these pages help you understand how to 
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demand and build authentic trust in the digital information and 

the devices, systems, and networks of the Net you access to do your 

job. Certainly this book will empower you to be more successful at 

building and delivering digital information devices, applications, 

and data assets that gain the trust of all of the stakeholders with 

greater velocity and increased value. But this book also will help 

you to craft and execute your decisions differently and more effec-

tively in a digital world.

Whether in business, science, education, finance, or at the family 

kitchen table, each of us is a leader to whom others look for guid-

ance and support. If you are prepared to invest your time to learn 

the insights, principles, tools, and strategies assembled in these 

pages, you and your decisions will be more trusted.

Doing so will require a bit of courage on your part; after all, to read 

on is to admit that what seems to work today is, in fact, crumbling 

from the effects of war. Yet to deny that the war is underway is not 

a viable option.

W H A T  I S  I N  T H I S  B O O K  F O R  Y O U ?

In The Trust Decision Model—Part I, you will acquire a new way of 

thinking about how trust decisions are made. You will learn about 

all of the moving parts in trust decisions and how to view them 

differently. You will be introduced to new tools that allow you to 

better navigate the interaction of those parts and, in doing so, to 

improve your control of how your decisions earn the trust of others.

If you lead a team, these new tools will strengthen 

how you structure and execute the tough decisions  

 

To read on is 

to admit that 

what seems to 

work today is 

. . . crumbling 

from the 

effects of war.
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on which your company, and your ability to lead, 

are on the line.

If you take responsibility for auditing or testing 

how well decisions are being made, these new 

tools will enrich the questions you ask and the 

answers you deliver to those who are counting on 

you to watch their backs.

If you want to elevate the trust with which your 

decisions are accepted, these new tools will im-

prove your ability to communicate how you reach 

your decisions and how you collect and process 

the information required.

In Designing Digital Trust—Part II, you will learn how to design 

and build digital trust. You will have the opportunity to expand on 

your knowledge of trust decisions and be introduced to additional 

new tools to build, select, and create wealth from trusted digital 

assets.

In Managing and Governing Digital Trust—Part III, you will 

discover that building digital trust is not enough; to survive and 

prosper, you must sustain and improve digital trust. The strategies 

and tools to do so are uncovered, together with recommendations 

for the next steps to be taken.

If you design technology or digital solutions, this 

book will transform how you build those solu-

tions and achieve greater effectiveness in the de-

sign, development, and operation of your work  

product.
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If you manage a business, whether at the fami-

ly kitchen table or in a corner suite in one of the 

world’s tallest buildings, this book will change 

how you define and shape your strategies to create 

new wealth, compete, and survive in a world that 

soon will be only one digital marketplace.

If you select and use digital assets (and, among us, 

who does not?), this book will give you new mech-

anisms for making better decisions when select-

ing among your options, taking into account the 

trade-offs among trust and risk, and the wealth to 

be created (or lost) with each.

If you are reading this book as a regulator, lawyer, 

or policy geek, this book will alter how you will 

perform the responsibilities of authoring and ad-

ministering the rule of law in the Digital Age.

Despite decades of research on organizational trust, behavioral 

sociology, marketing, artificial intelligence, user interfaces, and 

human relationships, the vocabulary and tools needed to build dig-

ital trust simply do not exist. So, within these pages, I share with 

you a new portfolio of tools and resources:

PA R T  I
A Trust Vocabulary, composed of new phrases and terms and new 

meanings for existing words (with appropriate acronyms and sym-

bolic notations), which enables us to discuss trust decisions and 

digital trust differently and with greater effectiveness.

A Trust Decision Model, an integrated view of the sequential deci-

sions and information layers that link together the steps we take in 
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deciding to trust and enable us to connect the dots between human 

trust and computational trust.

PA R T  I I
The Rules for Composing Rules, a set of eight simple principles 

for authoring rules that are effective when crossing the chasm 

between the ambiguity of broad, governing rules (such as statutes 

or regulations) and the binary precision required by the executable 

code of software applications.

A Unified Rules Model, a new architecture that enables us to orga-

nize all of the complexity of business, technology, and legal rules 

into unified, functional structures that support the design and 

execution of digital systems that truly deliver compliance and earn 

our trust.

A Unified Information Model, a new framework for organizing and 

designing digital information assets in order to execute more effec-

tive trust decisions and perform more effective governance.

PA R T  I I I
The Trust Prism, an entirely new, 3-D, visual tool for evaluating, 

improving, and governing complex information systems and infor-

mation assets. The Trust Prism unleashes our potential to build 

and sustain digital trust in those systems and information assets 

for enduring generations.

Ultimately, I hope this book will contribute to global dialogues 

about how we will govern ourselves. In these opening decades 

of the Digital Age, the world is one. Very shortly, there will be no 

further emerging markets. The boundaries of our political states 
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already have become secondary to the boundaries of our networks 

and our systems, and the economic wealth we hold in our wallets 

and bank accounts is becoming secondary to the value of the digi-

tal information we can access and control.

Only the digital information that we truly can trust will have such 

an impact. If we cannot resolve how to tell the difference among 

digital assets we can trust and all of the rest, and if we cannot 

author rules that can be enforced globally by both nations and sys-

tems, the global dimensions of the Internet will collapse, national 

boundaries will become new Berlin Walls, sponsored acts of digi-

tal terrorism will become routine headlines, and the potential of 

these amazing technologies to bridge the chasm between man and 

machine will not be realized.

In early 2015, during the final development stages of this book, 

senior executives from Microsoft, Cisco, and Salesforce.com were 

speaking at global forums about the need to build digital trust and 

the economic costs of recovering from a loss of trust. The EU is 

committing vast resources toward building competitive digital 

markets. Yet the digital infrastructure that now runs our world—

despite all of its capabilities and services—is broken. History has 

always confirmed there is a time when existing infrastructures 

can no longer merely be patched and kept in service. I believe any 

further patching of what now exists will fail; instead, something 

new must be designed.

W E  C A N  W I N

If we are to prevail as a civil, global society, designing and achiev-

ing digital trust is now a necessity. We must find the courage to 

move beyond what seems to work today but actually is crumbling. 
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We must move beyond merely shoring up our defenses with stron-

ger, more robust spending. Instead, we must begin anew, replacing 

what is with what needs to be—a robust, dynamic, interconnected, 

digital space through which we can communicate and live as a 

global society. In doing so, we can improve our confidence in our 

decisions and the decisions of our leaders.

Now is the time to accept the tremendous opportunity we have to 

truly build and achieve new systems and new information assets 

that can deliver and sustain digital trust. Welcome to taking the 

first steps to shifting the tide and winning the war.
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C H A P T E R  1

T H E  G L O B A L  D E M I S E  
O F  R I S K  M A N A G E M E N T

I  C O M M I T T E D  A  L O N G  T I M E  A G O  that any book I 

would write on digital trust was not going to begin with an endless 

tirade of how bad things are in cyberspace. There is simply no need; 

the daily headlines from the digital battlefield are enough. Google 

(or your search engine of choice) can provide you with abundant 

stories of the continuing sophistication with which malicious 

actors are achieving victories in the war to degrade our security 

protections on information and gain access to the digital knowl-

edge, records, and controls that we most value. There are detailed 

reports, surely more than your appetite can sustain, explaining the 

economic and operational impacts of hacks, criminal syndicates, 

espionage, and state-sponsored take-downs of entire networks and 

systems. All seem to be compelling evidence of the fact that digital 

trust is under attack.

Yet, before we journey on, you deserve to know that not a single 

commercial publisher presented the opportunity to publish this 
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book elected to do so. The reasons, remarkably consistent across 

nearly a dozen discussions, included:

“We don’t sense there is a ‘felt need’ to which your 

book responds.”

“Building and sustaining digital trust does not 

seem like a hot button topic; no one else is writing 

about it.”

“Your book is too broad; none of our subject edi-

tors (Technology, Security, Public Policy, Sociolo-

gy, Law) saw a good fit.”

Somehow all of the headlines did not have any impact. Indeed, one 

anecdote gave ironic support to their failure to be persuaded. In 

late 2014, after more than 10 years of existence, the Trustworthy 

Computing Initiative within Microsoft Corporation was closed, 

with its team members distributed across other divisions or  

laid off.

As mentioned in the Preface, however, in early 2015 (and after the 

publisher rejection notices had accumulated), things seemed to be 

changing.

 ≥ At the 2015 World Economic Forum in Davos, Marc 

Benioff, the CEO of Salesforce.com observed:

“The digital revolution needs a trust revo-

lution. There has been an incredible shift in 

the technology industry. . . . We’ve gone from 

systems of record to systems of engagement 

and now we are about to move into a world  
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of systems of intelligence. But none of these 

will retain form or have referential integrity 

unless the customers trust them.

Trust is a serious problem. The reality is that 

we all have to step up and get to another level 

of openness and transparency.”*

 ≥ The White House organized a Summit on Cyber- 

security and Consumer Protection in February 

2015, which the President personally attended.

 ≥ The European Union has recognized digital trust 

as an essential pillar in their overall Strategy for a 

Single Digital Market. 

 ≥ Global, rising technology companies are establish-

ing the new executive role of Chief Trust Officer.

 ≥ The Cloud Security Alliance, a new professional 

association with thousands of technology pro-

fessionals and hundreds of corporate sponsors, 

is authoring and publishing new protocols for 

achieving trust across the global complexity of 

Cloud services (and a portfolio of acronym-defined 

services: PaaS, IaaS, and SaaS).

 ≥ At the University of Oxford, the Department of 

Computer Science includes professors and stu-

dents focusing on trusted computing and trusted 

infrastructure, with an emphasis on Cloud-based 

distributed computing systems. 

*http://bit.ly/1eQ23BK
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 ≥ In China, in September 2014, the 13th Annual 

Conference on Trust, Security, and Privacy in 

Computing and Communications was convened, 

with over 100 papers presented. Held under the 

auspices of the prestigious IEEE, what is intrigu-

ing is the frequency with which an international 

conference of this calibre is so frequently held in 

China and the strong, diverse contributions from 

Chinese and Asian researchers (as opposed to U.S.- 

or European-dominated programs).

Let me emphasize the last example—13th annual! Yet another is 

scheduled in 2015. There is an obvious passion in China toward 

building digital trust, one that seems reaffirmed with each new 

conference. Given the level of investments in research reflected 

by the papers and attending organizations, authentic momentum 

and progress are being achieved. Each year the volume of contribu-

tions, the sophistication of research, the diversity of topics, and the 

structural complexity of the Conference are richer. Here are just 

four recent examples: “Public-Key Encryption Resilient against 

Linear Related-Key Attacks Revisited”; “A Robust Authentication 

Scheme for Observing Resources in the Internet of Things Environ-

ment”; “To-Auth: Towards Automatic Near Field Authentication 

for Smartphones”; and “Proofs of Ownership and Retrievability in 

Cloud Storage.”

Citations and links to materials appear in References and 

Additional Resources at the back of this book.
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C H I N A  T A K E S  T H E  L E A D
This event is more than just another throwaway “angels dancing 

on heads of pins” conference, and the strong, continuing contribu-

tions from Asia are not merely coincidence. China, as an economy, 

research center, and population mass, clearly recognizes value in 

pursuing and advancing digital trust. The annual event has another 

benefit—vacuuming into one collection point the scientific papers, 

emerging corporate best practices, and published innovations of 

researchers and entrepreneurs from the world’s most recognized 

universities and companies, as well as those across that nation’s 

own vast resources.

Five compelling principles explain this Chinese momentum on 

trust. Yet there is nothing digital about them. Each is proven to 

influence economics, social organizations, governance, and human 

behavior. Each has guided the destiny of commerce for centuries, 

determining the outcomes of countless battles for investor capital, 

product innovation, consumer choice, and, ultimately, control of 

market share.

Shaped long before Alan Turing, the first research grant that 

funded the Internet, the first protocols of the World Wide Web, 

or the birth of an Internet of Things, these principles have con-

sistently marked the winners in human society. Yet we are only 

now realizing what the Chinese understood in hosting the earliest 

conferences on digital trust, security, and privacy at the beginning 

of this century—in the next generation of the Digital Age, the win-

ners will be distinguished from the losers by these principles.

Every transaction creating wealth first requires an 

affirmative decision to trust.
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Building trust creates new wealth.

Sustaining trust creates recurring wealth.

Achieving trust superior to your competition 

achieves market dominance.

Leadership rises (or falls) based on trust (or the 

absence of trust).

Take a moment and think about each of these with respect to what 

you do in your business or in your job. How does the organization 

acquire wealth? Where does new wealth originate? How are cus-

tomers retained? What provokes them to keep coming back and 

paying for your goods or services? Why does the leader in your 

market succeed? If you are not the market leader, why not? How is 

the loyalty of your team maintained?

If you lead a non-profit, a government agency, or even a commu-

nity association, your focus is only slightly different but the trust 

is often harder to earn. You still require sponsors, funding sources, 

and need those you serve to place their trust in your organization 

and your leadership. But the direct exchange of value between a 

buyer and seller is not present. What must be done to secure the 

trust of your funding sponsors? How is your success measured 

when renewed funding is requested? How are you effective at lead-

ing change when, quite simply, you are not able to pay the same as 

the private sector? If there are options—whether for funders, those 

you serve, or both—how do you compete against those options? 

What is required to secure their trust?

For both profit and non-profit, whatever provokes funding sources 

to trust seems to drive everything. Trust surely will have the same  
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determinative force within the broad expanse of the Net and its 

networks, systems, devices, and the full portfolio of the digital 

information assets of humanity. Yet, why did the publishers not see 

the critical importance of digital trust? Why have the technology 

leaders from North America taken over a decade to catch up (if 

only in their rhetoric) to the investment China has been making 

in figuring out the building blocks needed to achieve digital trust?

I suggest they are caught in a Twilight Zone-like episode called 

“The Dilemma of Dead Man’s Curve.”

T H E  D I L E M M A  O F  D E A D  M A N ’ S  C U R V E

 

In the early 1960s, “Dead Man’s Curve” was a catchy pop song by 

Jan and Dean in the United States. The lyrics of the song tell the 

story of a dare, a green light, a race to Dead Man’s Curve, and a 

hideous crash. There actually was a real Dead Man’s Curve, part 

of the Old Timber Road in California, a tight, 270-degree curve 

and switchback with no berms and steep, unguarded drop-offs. It 

demanded slow and careful navigation . . . or else. But it was a road, 

a superior means of transit to get from here to there than what had 

existed before.
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The road itself was just that, nothing more. It worked in earlier 

years when the number and speed of cars and trucks were both 

few and slow. But as the velocity of cars increased and more drivers 

of younger age took the wheel, there really were multiple crashes 

and deaths—wheels slipping off the edge as the laws of physics 

overcame foolhardy bravery (often fueled by fermented fluids), or 

head-on collisions between cars driving blind to approaching vehi-

cles on the other side of the curve.

Yet, despite the losses of life, rather than replace the infrastructure 

the road represented, the government continued to take the risks. 

The road remained in use. While there is no historical record I 

could find, we can only imagine the budget meetings and improve-

ments discussions over time.

“Perhaps we can put up wooden guard rails.”

“No, it will be cheaper just to post a warning sign 

on both sides of the curve.”

More kids died.

“Perhaps we need to put up metal guard rails; I 

saw them being used in Chicago on a new bridge.”

“No, too expensive. But let’s put in the wooden 

guard rails we talked about last year.”

But the cars were even bigger, the motors stronger, and the driv-

ers a bit more reckless, crashing through the wooden guard rails. 

More kids died.

“We have so many cars and trucks now using the 
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Curve, perhaps we should just blow that rock out 

of there and straighten the road.”

“Our road budget is fairly tight; perhaps we can 

replace the wooden guard rails with the metal 

fencing you saw in Chicago.”

Still more kids died.

The Dilemma of Dead Man’s Curve is this: when the existing infra-

structure no longer supports the demands placed upon it—causing 

injuries, loss of life, disruptions of operations, etc.—the operators 

of that infrastructure always will try to mitigate the related risks 

by installing patches at the lowest possible cost. Their goal is to 

extend the useful life of the investment in the infrastructure, 

despite the expenses of losses that may result. Patching Dead 

Man’s Curve is always lower in cost than investing in building a 

new, functional infrastructure. But the patches merely delay the 

issue—when should we decide to abandon what exists and invest in 

building something new that will work?

T H E  I N T E R N E T  I S  A  D E A D  M A N ’ S  C U R V E 
The Internet, for all of its power and unexpected capabilities, is 

merely a digital version of the Old Timber Road. It originally was 

envisioned as a military communications infrastructure to move 

messages, resembling an electronic interstate highway system. 

The Internet was never designed to support the full demands of 

the global human population for commerce, government, warfare, 

entertainment, intelligence, knowledge, education, online dating, 

and homeowner association newsletters.

In the headlines and in our daily interactions with the Net, more 

Patching Dead 

Man’s Curve is 

always lower 

in cost than 

investing in 

building a 

new, functional 

infrastructure.
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and more we see the debates over what spending is needed and 

how the Net is outgrowing our ability to govern it. Yet, in corporate 

board rooms, IT spending plans are no different than the bud-

gets presented to the county supervisors overseeing Dead Man’s 

Curve—asking for money to patch, rather than to build new.

We hear the sounds of alarm; we become direct victims of iden-

tity theft, credit card fraud, and the unauthorized publication of 

personal photographs. Our corporate websites are compromised, 

financial accounts hijacked, and trade secrets and intellectual 

property digitally stolen. And yet, rather than invest in building 

something truly new and functional, we continue to justify spend-

ing on patching. Time and time again, the prevailing votes are cast 

based on the perception that spending on patching will best protect 

the wealth of the organization.

In contemporary consultant-speak, there is another term used to 

describe the continuous patching of existing infrastructure: “risk 

management.” The sad truth is, of course, that risk management 

is not delivering any true improvements. The infrastructure is 

merely being patched. While the demands for service and the pace 

of commerce gain velocity, so fast as to be measured in nanosec-

onds, there are still disrupted transits of data, dropped packets, 

and recurring major system breaches.

The reason risk management fails is simple and fundamental. 

There is only one source of funds for risk management—the net 

profits of the organization after all of the other production and 

management costs have been paid. Spending for reducing risk is 

never connected to how customers make their trust decisions to 

buy the goods or use the services of a business. It is always viewed  
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as a deduction against profits, spending to be minimized or avoided 

altogether by decisions to “take the risk.”

For decades, the champions of information security, records 

management, and compliance have battled for adequate funding. 

They usually lose, receiving nothing or only a small portion of 

the requested budgets. Why? Because the only source of funds 

that could be tapped were the profits, wealth otherwise traveling 

into the pockets of the shareholders. The battles already were lost 

before they began. ”Risk management” is, in its essence, a simple 

way of saying, “What’s the lowest possible amount to be spent from 

our profits to reduce the risks of the existing infrastructure failing 

to deliver wealth to our pockets?”

In advocating a different path, I submit that risk management is 

failing as a business discipline; in fact, the increased rhetoric and 

activity for digital trust already may be the first nails sealing the 

coffin in which risk management will be buried.

If I am right, the publishers are going to resist. They make their 

money by selling lots of books, webcasts, and software products 

that are “patches” to manage risk. So too will the consultants, 

venture-funded start-ups, lawyers, and policy regulators who have 

great job security delivering patches. Bluntly, managing risk is very 

lucrative, particularly after a successful attack or theft has placed 

your client or customer’s management team under scrutiny.

You identify the risk, you build a defense, and you install the 

defense, hoping the adverse incidents go down in their volume or 

severity or disappear entirely. It is really no different than install-

ing guard rails on a main road that needs to be abandoned, not  
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patched. The current infrastructure is being preserved, even when 

the demands are clear that something new is needed.

China understands the difference. The EU, at the highest levels of 

strategic planning, understands the difference. Those investing 

today in digital trust standards and protocols that work across the 

full, broad dimensions of the global society get it. Each recognizes 

and values the potential rewards that can be achieved if something 

new emerges that is superior to the status quo. New investments in 

new infrastructure—networks, systems, devices, applications, and 

information assets—that are designed to be trusted will prevail, 

in accordance with the 21st Century versions of the time-honored 

trust principles highlighted at the beginning of this chapter:

Affirmative decisions to trust made by the market 

will create wealth.

Building and expanding trust across more services 

will create new wealth.

Sustaining trust will create recurring wealth.

Achieving trust superior to the competition will 

achieve market dominance.

Leadership will be awarded to those who rise to be 

trusted. 

There is one more reason why risk management is failing. The 

managers and champions for the spending have never been able 

to connect the proposed investments to how their companies can 

create wealth. By focusing with a digital perspective on the five 

principles of trust that drive economies, companies, and leader-

ship, the dialogue changes. Now the same spending has a different 
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connection point—improving how companies can create and sus-

tain new wealth. So, when China, the EU, and others begin shifting 

the public conversation toward digital trust, know they already 

made the shift internally a long time ago.

D E S I G N I N G ,  A C H I E V I N G ,  A N D  S U S T A I N I N G  D I G I TA L  T R U S T
Building digital trust means investing in the architecture, design, 

and production of something new. The building process is one that 

must be continual.

Designing digital trust means researching the rules used by others 

to determine what products or services they will trust enough to 

pay value. You need to know their rules in order to create something 

new that will earn the trust of your customer, business partner, 

colleagues, team, or classroom. That may seem simple, but the 

challenge in the Digital Age is that none of us knows what those 

rules need to be.

Achieving digital trust means building and executing your 

products and services in alignment with those rules and with a 

transparency that enables the trust decisions of others to be made 

with greater speed and certainty. You must leverage the capabil-

ities of technology to deliver to them the information they need 

to make their trust decisions rather than control or restrict their 

access to that information.

Sustaining digital trust means designing your products and solu-

tions to be adaptive and responsive to changes in the rules. Nothing 

will be more important in the 21st Century than building into the 

design of the Net and all things digital the agility and flexibility 

to react quickly. Regardless of the geography, the market, or the 
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system that defines the playing field, it is certain in the Digital Age 

that the rules will change. The winners who survive and prosper 

will be those who build a flexible infrastructure and solutions that 

enable adaptation and responsiveness to changes in the rules. Those 

who continue to focus on managing risk and patching the current 

infrastructure will not.

 

It is inevitable that the existing infrastructure of the Net will end in 

the same fate as Dead Man’s Curve. Now, it is an abandoned, over-

grown stretch of crumbling blacktop that can be seen in the distance 

from the superhighway that replaced it. The patching ultimately 

stopped. New rules were built to sustain and support commerce and 

the higher volumes and velocities that were possible. New invest-

ments were made, transit moved more quickly, sales occurred with 

greater velocity, and the communities served thrived.

In the next few years, those who are first and best in achieving digital 

trust will become the new superhighways for a unified, single econ-

omy firing across a globally connected world. Using the resources 

and strategies delivered in this book, you can catch up with those 

who already have figured it out, and then accelerate past them. The 

first step is to acquire a new way of thinking about trust itself. In the 

next chapter, that process begins.
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C H A P T E R  2

T H E  P O W E R  O F  T R U S T 

T R U S T  C O N T R O L S  V I R T UA L LY  all human behavior. At 

each level of interaction among people and the objects and things 

around us, trust is the foundation of our decisions. At some point 

just beyond behaviors that are purely instinctive (such as the beat-

ing of your heart or the synapses firing within your brain), each 

and every action with which you live your life is informed by the 

strength and quality of trust.

Trust is also the essential quality of leadership. Effective leaders 

succeed because they make decisions that will be trusted. Noth-

ing is more powerful. Trust is achieved by making decisions that 

produce favorable outcomes. What matters to leadership is that 

those outcomes are measured against the criteria of those who 

are to be led. Yet trust also is incredibly fragile; a single decision 

with catastrophic consequences can destroy one’s ability to ever 

again earn the trust of others. In nearly every decision we make, 

the most cherished asset at stake is the trust others place in our  

decisions:
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 ≥ After 17 years of growth, the company was losing 

market share. Imports, shipped directly to consum-

ers from overseas, were corroding revenues. The 

CEO faced a decision—to fund a new automated pro-

duction line, does the company lay off 20% of their 

employees or merge with an overseas competitor 

with a new facility but no current market volume?

 ≥ Challenged to use Cloud-based services to reduce 

operating costs, a CIO must select between three 

competing vendor proposals, none of which deliv-

ered the performance reports required to evaluate 

their remediation response times. Will the CIO’s 

decision to not select any of the vendors be trusted 

by the Board members?

 ≥ Employees were clamoring for the right to use 

their own mobile devices in the field for building 

bid estimates and securing sub-contractor quotes. 

The information security team had to decide which 

security configuration to adopt and where to lay 

the blame if the selected option proved inadequate 

against new attack vectors being used against 

mobile devices.

In each of the preceding instances, the leader must make a decision 

on which option to trust. Yet each decision is itself being evaluated 

as to whether the decision will earn the continued trust of others.

Deciding to trust is something you do every day. Frequently. 

Constantly. In business, your success or failure is measured by 

the decisions you make to trust your business partners, suppliers, 
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customers, market data, sales analyses, lab reports, and new-hire 

prospects. In daily life, you make decisions to trust people, objects, 

tools, systems, vehicles, computers, information, clothing, high-

ways, stoplights, aircraft, entertainment media—even the water 

you drink and use to wash yourself.

Making trust decisions is how you select and navigate your path 

through each day. When you are more than one, acting as a part 

of a company, a community, a trading network, a social club, or a 

neighborhood gang, your trust decisions are even more critical. 

Your decisions have an influence on the collective; your success 

and failure often ride on whether the members of that collective 

place their trust in you and your decisions.

Will the Board vote to support your five year strategic plan? Will 

your team work overtime under your leadership to finish a new 

product ahead of schedule? Should we take your advice and buy 

added raw inventory? Have you double-checked all the financials 

for the proposed acquisition? Will they follow you over the bridge 

into enemy fire? These are all moments when you are being mea-

sured and evaluated on whether you—and your decisions—can be 

trusted.

What is trust? When does trust engage with our behaviors and our 

actions? How does trust govern our conduct in the many roles we 

perform? How do we decide to trust—as individuals, family mem-

bers, employees, town citizens, consumers, corporate presidents 

and investors, bankers and borrowers, artists and concert goers, 

care givers and patients? How can you, individually and as part of 

the communities to which you belong, make better trust decisions? 

How can you become more trusted as a leader, manager, innovator, 

and advocate?

Making trust 

decisions 

is how you 

select and 

navigate your 

path through 

each day.
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How can you better avoid placing your trust in people, objects, 

or things that are, in fact, untrustworthy? How can we design 

products and services that earn the trust of customers and oth-

ers more rapidly, and sustain and increase their trust? How do we 

govern ourselves to protect against those people, objects, or things 

that exploit and abuse our trust, causing pain, losses, damages,  

and harm?

Your decisions guide how you interact with the objects, people, 

and information that you touch, select, use, share, and interact. 

Your decisions also direct you around, away from, and in avoid-

ance of those objects, people, and information that you determine 

cannot be trusted. Trust is fundamental to how we interact 

with the world. Yet there are two prevailing characterizations 

of trust that must be dismissed—they are both fundamentally  

inaccurate.

W H A T  T R U S T  I S

Trust is not an instinct.

First, trust is not an instinct. Sure, most trust decisions in daily 

life occur within an instant, so fast that the decision may be 

functionally inseparable from the actions taken in reliance on the 

trust decision itself. You decide to trust the red stop light facing 

opposing traffic only as you continue into the intersection without 

braking. You evaluate an online website’s security only as you are 

entering your credit card information to complete a last-minute 

gift purchase. You consider the safety of entering a dark room only 

as you take your first step across the threshold. You decide whether 

to trust the directions being given by the service station attendant 

only as you are asking for the directions themselves.

Trust is not 

an instinct.
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Other trust decisions, especially in business, can be far more 

time-intensive and deliberative. They can extend over minutes, 

hours, days, weeks, or even longer. The slower pace at which these 

decisions unfold expose careful, complex balancings and weight-

ings of variable facts and figures, as well as aggressive dissections 

of our “gut instincts.” When more assets are at stake, when more 

lives are in play, when there are potentials for greater wealth and 

greater loss, the decisions are more deliberative.

Complexity makes trust decisions more visible. We can see with 

greater transparency the variables of rules, information, out-

comes, and costs involved in our decisions. Creating and entering 

a joint venture, committing to a new production plant, hiring a key 

management team member, accepting a proposal to sell your busi-

ness—these are all trust decisions and often incredibly challenging 

to align all the moving parts. No instincts are welcomed.

Trust is not an emotion.

Second, trust is not an emotion. Trust is not an amorphous, vapor-

ous variable within the quality of the human heart impossible of 

more precise expression. While we often express our trust in the 

vocabulary of emotions and metaphors, something far more analyt-

ical occurs when trust is achieved or lost. We retreat to emotional 

expressions of the presence or absence of trust because it is so hard 

to express the authentic attributes of trust.

So, what is trust?

Trust is the affirmative output of a disciplined, analytical deci-

sion process that measures and scores the suitability of the next 

actions taken by you, your team, your business, or your community. 

Trust is the calculation of the probability of outcomes. In every  

 

Trust is not 

an emotion.
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interaction with the world, you are identifying, measuring, and 

figuring out the likelihoods. When the results are positive, you 

move ahead, from here to there. When the results are negative, you 

rarely move ahead; you stay put or you find an alternate path.

In making personal trust decisions, you are choosing to rely upon 

some one, some thing, or some information with which to live the 

next experience of your life, to finish the tasks that await comple-

tion—illuminate the room at dawn, provide music in the shower, 

nourish your child, transport yourself to work, read electronic mail, 

reply to electronic mail, attend a lecture, or select a teammate for 

a pick-up game of football. In every interaction, you make a trust 

decision that precedes what is next. You even ask if you can trust 

yourself! Am I strong enough, smart enough, or capable of doing 

what lays ahead? It is what we do as human beings—it is what most 

sentient species do as they engage with the world around them.

In making trust decisions within companies, networks, organiza-

tions, or communities, whether acting alone or as a collective, the 

process tracks to how you act individually. Tasks or objectives are 

defined, the available resources are evaluated, the possible results 

and risks are evaluated, and trust decisions are made as to how to 

proceed. Which option can be most trusted to achieve the intended 

outcomes? Which options present risks to our assets, our opera-

tions, or ourselves? Which information gives us the best analysis 

on which to make our decisions? Which tools can be most trusted 

to enable us to create new wealth?

Trust decisions are the most complex computations possible. 

Yet trust decisions have consistency, design, and structure that 

are possible to visualize and express with remarkable congruity, 

regardless of the complexity of the variables or the time during 
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which a trust decision must be completed. Trust decisions, prop-

erly executed, take account of the circumstances in which you are 

about to act; the qualities of the person, thing, or information on 

which you intend to rely; and the value you intend to invest, and 

realize, from giving your trust.

T H R E E  E S S E N T I A L  Q U A L I T I E S  O F  T R U S T
Trust, and the trust decision process, are governed by three qual-

ities central to the analysis presented in this book. First, trust is 

a rules-based exercise. To complete trust decisions, you assemble 

and organize the rules that will direct your choices. As the trust 

decision process proceeds, you may discard some rules, determine 

that other rules cannot be met, or call up new rules that will be the 

foundation on which you move forward. But the fact remains—trust 

decisions are grounded upon, and executed against, a structured 

set of rules that define the boundaries and the outcome of each 

trust decision.

Second, trust decisions are fueled by information. As your rules are 

assembled, you seek information that allows you to calculate if the 

target of your decision (that is, the thing you are deciding whether 

or not you can trust) meets those rules. You sweep up information 

from your own memory, surrounding circumstances, records and 

reports, and reliable sources. You align the information against the 

rules and you calculate the results. Does the information about the 

target conform to your rules? If the information does not conform, 

or information required by the rules is not considered, then there 

can be no affirmative trust.

Third, trust decisions are mathematical. In order to align the 

information we gather with the rules we have assembled, we 
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deconstruct the rules and the information down to essential ele-

ments that enable simple calculations. For each rule, we ask: “Does 

the information meet the rule?” The deconstruction continues 

until the answer becomes a simple “Yes” or “No.” In order to trust 

some one or some thing, you add things up to determine if all of 

the elements are present under your rules. You make deductions 

that subtract from your analysis. Sometimes the deductions can 

outweigh everything else and you elect to not give your trust. At 

times, a single deduction (such as how you calculate the risk of 

death resulting from your decision) can be determinative. 

In calculating trust, each of us also makes mistakes. Sometimes 

you will fire your engines and make decisions without enough 

information, or with information that later proves itself to be 

untrustworthy. You may rely on someone to help you make your 

decisions or rely on their opinion, only to discover that person was 

not a good choice. Through our mistakes, we refine how we calcu-

late trust and update and revise our trust decision process, make 

new rules, and change what elements to take into account and how 

to measure them.

The results are remarkably binary—either there is an affirmative 

outcome or not, “yes” or “no”; “1” or “0.” “Maybe” is not allowed. 

Of course, as variables increase in number, the rules become more 

complex, the information greater in volume, the amounts at stake 

more valued, and the calculations are more difficult to execute. 

But, in all trust decisions, what is occurring is nothing more than a 

mathematical calculation. Do the results add up to trust?

These three qualities of trust decisions—rules-based; fueled by 

information; mathematical—allow us to embrace an understanding 

of trust that rejects both instincts and emotions. Instead, trust (or 
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the absence of trust) is and always has been the resulting sum of a 

rules-based, information-fueled calculation.

In a digital world where we are struggling to sustain and build trust 

across a global, wired landscape of human affairs characterized 

by reports and allegations of cyberwars, digital theft, electronic 

espionage, and the loss of human dignity through ubiquitous sur-

veillance, this essential truth changes everything.

F I N D I N G  Y O U R  WAY  T O  T R U S T 
Like any calculation, trust decisions have structure, sequence, 

and process. There is a beginning, a middle, and an end. At any 

level of society or commerce, there is remarkable consistency 

in how good trust decisions are made. Indeed, regardless of the 

complexity confronted in making trust decisions, for trust to exist, 

and for trust to be strong, the process must be executed rigorously. 

The rules must be followed; the required information must be 

collected; and the calculations must be completed. There are no  

shortcuts.

To succeed, a good map is needed, one that shows how the trust 

decision process unfolds from beginning to end. In the next chap-

ter, you will be introduced to a new map for trust decisions. Unlike 

the old, paper maps in your car (or your parents’ car), this one has 

layers that build one upon another until we can see the full pic-

ture of the trust decision process. At the same time, trust decisions 

are occurring in a sequence, moving from beginning to end. So, to 

explore this map, we will look down through the layers while also 

moving from a starting point to the end. It is a lot like watching a 

film and the process aligns well to how animated films once were 

created.

Trust (or the 

absence of 

trust) is and 

always has 

been the 

resulting sum of 

a rules-based, 

information-

fueled 

calculation.
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Films are, of course, a series of photographs presented at a high 

rate of speed that convinces the human eye of continuous action. 

In 2015, films are created and displayed at variable rates, 24 to 

300 frames per second. The film technology controls how many 

frames are exposed during each second of action occurring before 

the camera. When we slow a film down, the differences between 

each frame become visible. When we focus on a particular ele-

ment, such as the placement of a receiver’s toes on a sideline 

pass, the changes between two or more frames are isolated. We 

can see the movement by seeing the differences between the 

images that become visible at each point in time. We can see what  

changes.

A trust decision is no different—except that it is invisible. It happens 

in our minds. The process is a continuing blur of dynamic, volatile 

calculations that often occur with impressive velocity and always 

involve complexity. A single trust decision is actually a series of 

decisions linked together, in which the shifting activity of all of the 

moving elements, actors, and variables becomes difficult to navi-

gate. Your ability to stay focused on just one motion is challenged 

by the surrounding dependencies, interactions, counteractions, 

and entrances and exits from the boundaries of the images. But 

when we slow down the speed to freeze each moment as an indi-

vidual frame for review, the trust decision process becomes more 

visible. Each element can be isolated better and, between two or 

more images, we can see what changes.

Of course, even if each frame of just one second of film represented 

one point in a trust decision, we would not have enough frames in 

that one second to display the full trust decision making process. 

To do so would require even more than 300 frames per second. 

Indeed, with automated trading systems and banner ad auctions 
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now measuring their velocity toward completion in nanoseconds 

(one billionth of one second), we would need quite a few more 

frames per second to devote one frame to each movement of change 

among all of the elements. But I believe the metaphor works—by 

using a freeze-frame analysis, we can stop the action and look 

more carefully at what occurs when you, your business colleague, 

your leader, or your team make trust decisions. We also need to see 

the layers of action within each frame.

Before computer animation, artists would paint and color indi-

vidual illustrations on sheets of transparent celluloid (known as 

“cels”), with each character and each part of the scenery sepa-

rately painted on those individual sheets. Then the cels would be 

stacked together and the camera would photograph the entire pile. 

The result would be a single, unified image of all of the individual 

sheets, creating one frame of film.
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In the same manner, over the next several chapters, each layer of 

the trust decision process will be presented and explored in detail. 

As we begin to stack the layers one upon the other, and one frame 

proceeds to the next, you will be able to visualize the fascinating 

interactions that occur within and among the layers.

In every trust decision, there is always a controlling actor, the 

one making the final decision whether or not to trust. As our map 

unfolds toward the final destination, you will come to understand 

how the person deciding to trust interacts with the different lay-

ers and elements. You also will learn how those interactions are 

viewed by those who are evaluating the quality of the decision. 

When you are the person controlling that decision, improving your 

navigation skills across those interactions will help increase oth-

ers’ trust in your decisions.

So, let us take a look at our map, the Trust Decision Model.
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In this chapter, you will learn the following words:

Chaining 

Decision Maker (DM) 

Information 

Resources 

Rewind and Recalculate (R & R) 

Rules 

Trust Decision Model 

Trust Decision Target (TDT) 

Work
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C H A P T E R  3

T H E  T R U S T  D E C I S I O N 
M O D E L  F R O M  4 0 , 0 0 0  F E E T 

F O R  E V E R Y O N E  E L S E  in Wise Industries, a normal long, 

holiday weekend unfolded. But the CIO had a different few days. 

Restless nights, pre-dawn reviews of the strategic plans on her 

laptop, 17 phone calls to her team leads to double-check their field 

audits on the data centers and service providers, and three text 

messages from the chair of the Audit Committee: “What is your 

decision? Can we achieve $47.5 million in savings by moving IT 

to the Cloud?” No matter that it was the weekend; at 09:00 AM 

tomorrow, she would be standing before the Committee.

Regardless of the size of your business, you likely have had one of 

those weekends sweating bullets with a deadline ticking toward 

you. A decision is required. It is a big one. The stakeholders above 

you will be ready to pounce on your decision, protecting their 

backsides by testing whether they can trust your analysis. Your 

team members are waiting to trust you, their leader, to make the 

decision that justifies the weekend’s phone calls and months of 
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advance field work. The bidding contractors and service providers 

are waiting for you to trust one of them and write a check that will 

make the winner a bit wealthier.

As you stand on the ledge, every aspect of your decision is reviewed 

again. And then, ignoring the fourth insistent text message, you 

pull up the five-year, return-on-investment projection on your 

laptop. Something catches your eye and your stomach turns. A 

cell is just not computing properly. A click reveals a key formula 

is missing a variable. You suddenly realize you never received the 

second audit to confirm the projected direct costs on which all the 

calculations depend.

In this scene, I tricked you—you are the CIO! How do you make 

the decision? Do you freeze the process until you get the validation 

audit? Do you hope no one stands up and points out that the second 

audit was never initiated because the required funds had not been 

allocated? Who can you trust? What information can you trust to 

be real? Can you be trusted? What do your decisions look like? For 

each decision, what are you deciding to trust? If you have multiple 

options, how will your decisions influence how the final recom-

mendation will be selected?

Navigating the answers to these questions is what makes decisions 

so challenging! Despite the apparent complexity, the good news is 

that trust decisions inherently follow a consistent, dynamic pro-

cess which enables the decision to manage multiple, moving, and 

interactive parts. That process is the Trust Decision Model.

T H E  T R U S T  D E C I S I O N  M O D E L
This chapter introduces you to the Trust Decision Model from high 

above, as if you were flying 40,000 feet above the Earth. At that 

Despite the 

apparent 

complexity, 

the good 

news is that 

trust decisions 

inherently 

follow a 

consistent, 

dynamic 

process. That 

process is the 

Trust Decision 

Model.
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altitude you can nearly see to the horizons of entire continents, but 

you cannot see the chaos and collisions of commerce and life below. 

This chapter is similar, providing you the full picture of the trust 

decision process. As the book proceeds, we will zoom in to see up 

close the complexity and remarkable structure of trust decisions 

and all of its variables and dynamics.

Professional cartographers emphasize that one of the hardest tasks 

in creating a map is determining what details to leave out. The same 

axiom plays out in this chapter. Not all of the moving parts of the 

trust decision, and not every variable in every calculation, can be 

displayed here. The Model displays trust decisions as a connected 

set of five layers; it is a visual map of the process. We will look at 

each layer and then end this chapter considering the full Model. 

In the following chapters of Part I, we will dismantle the layers in 

detail, much as an automotive racing team takes apart a race car 

piece by piece before rebuilding it in order to find greater speed.

T R U S T  D E C I S I O N  C H A I N I N G
As illustrated by our CIO’s decision crisis, deciding to trust is not 

a single action but multiple decisions occurring in sequence. They 

connect, with each new decision leveraging the outcomes of prior 

decisions and then inputting and processing new variables that 

influence how the trust decision process progresses. The outcome 

of each decision links to the next, delivering information that the 

next decision requires. These multiple decisions within the trust 

decision process are visually expressed in the Trust Decision 

Model in this manner:
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Moving from the left, each decision builds upon the previous one, 

overlapping much as the links of a chain. This introduces us to the 

Trust Vocabulary. In that vocabulary, these trust decisions are 

chaining together. No single decision is autonomous; each decision, 

if improperly executed, can dramatically change the direction of 

what follows. Indeed, some single decisions carry so much momen-

tum across the process that an improper calculation can abort 

everything that follows, much like a space launch that is stopped 

even before it begins.

Chaining begins immediately, in the very first frame of the film of 

any trust decision. But the act of chaining is not entirely linear. In 

fact, if you were to slide the circles above into a stack, like the cels of 

an animated film, you would have a better sense of what is happen-

ing in every frame, with multiple decisions occurring concurrently 

in different layers of each frame. Decisions can also chain to multi-

ple other decisions, whether within other layers in the same frame 

or in succeeding frames. Finally, as trust calculations progress, 

the results of later calculations often direct the decision process to 

rewind, refine the input to previous linked decisions, recalculate 

the decision, and then move forward again (“Three links back, now 

one link forward again, and the next . . . ”). In our trust vocabulary, 

this is called Rewind and Recalculate (R & R).

The result is similar to an athletic coach watching film of a game, 

rewinding and stopping the action to identify all the variables 

required for better decisions in future games. That is likely no 

different from just about any analysis you are asked to make in 

business (or in life)—moving in one direction, making sequential 

decisions, learning new data, and going back to reevaluate ear-

lier calls, ideally before any harm comes from making decisions  
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without the new data. There is one important difference between 

coaches in the film room and trust decisions in business and in 

life—you must make your trust decisions in real time, with a clock 

always ticking.

S P E C I F Y I N G  T H E  W O R K
Every trust decision is a determination to trust an object, person, 

group, system, device, or information asset to be used to accom-

plish a specific task:

 ≥ What do you wish to accomplish?

 ≥ What must your team do in order to succeed?

 ≥ How many widgets per hour need to be constructed?

 ≥ What information must be acquired or produced?

 ≥ How will performance of these tasks be measured?

 ≥ How will success be defined? What will represent 

failure?

In asking these types of questions, you are building a specification. 

In our trust vocabulary, this specification is called Work. It can be 

very simple, such as hammering a nail into a wall or composing a 

quick email to your supervisor to report on the day’s events. Work 

also can be amazingly complex, such as deciding to move the IT 

operations to the Cloud. In later chapters, we will explore the full 

complexity of how to develop the specification for Work. For now, 

to understand the Model, it is sufficient to think of Work as the job 

that needs to get done. In many ways, Work is no more difficult to 

understand than that.
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F I N D I N G  T H E  T A R G E T
Each trust decision, informed by a specification of Work, is focus-

ing on and evaluating a target—a tool, system, device, information, 

or other resources—to determine whether or not it can be trusted 

to complete the Work. The target is the end point of each trust 

decision; in our trust vocabulary, it is a Trust Decision Target (or 

TDT). Each decision is being made by the CIO, a Board, your team, 

or you; in our trust vocabulary, the entity making the trust decision 

is called the Decision Maker (DM).

A TDT is always a resource that the DM evaluates to use in per-

forming the Work. In our trust vocabulary, the overall universe of 

assets from which TDTs may be selected or assembled is called 

Resources. A TDT can take many forms. It can be:

 ≥ a strategic business partner or team member, selected 

to complement your company’s strengths to create 

greater market share and revenue.

 ≥ a person, such as a teacher to be trusted as a source of 

knowledge and training skills for your child.

 ≥ a group, such as the members of a pick-up game of 

football in the schoolyard.

 ≥ a tool, whether it is a hammer, a computer program, 

or a residential home.

 ≥ a system, such as a retail clothing warehouse storage 

and conveyor system, a distributed, connected system 

of data centers, or a Cloud-connected wristwatch.
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 ≥ a book, a magazine, a poem, a database, a purchase 

order, or a web page of digital content.

 ≥ yourself.

 ≥ Can you trust your own strength to lift a heavy 

box of books, your ability to calculate in your 

head the estimated harvest yield for the season, 

or your judgment in making a decision to spend 

$47.5 million one way or another without any due 

diligence or consultations with others?

 ≥ Can others trust you to make effective decisions 

about the direction of the company’s marketing 

campaign? Do you make good choices in hiring 

new members of the team? Have you properly 

analyzed the capabilities of a proposed joint 

venture to create new wealth for the company’s 

shareholders?

Not every trust decision for a specific TDT has a favorable result. 

On any day in your ordinary life, you make decisions that a TDT 

is not trustworthy. The summary sales report for the Southeast 

region does not have enough detail to produce a new quarterly rev-

enue projection for each store location. A potential team member 

seems not to have the “right” answers to questions you ask regard-

ing career ambitions and dreams. Your partner’s three-inch dress 

shoe heel was a possible hammer for nailing up that one picture, 

until you remember the drywall was mounted on concrete. In each 

case, you completed the trust decision process and determined the 

TDT was not to be trusted to perform the Work.
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The same structural process unfolds when evaluating the utility of 

digital assets as TDTs. Networks, systems, devices, applications, 

information assets—their digital quality does not alter how any of 

us is wired to calculate whether to trust. With each possible use 

of a digital asset, an affirmative determination must be calculated 

that a specific TDT can be useful in completing the Work.

T H R E E  O P T I O N S  I N  E V E R Y  T R U S T  D E C I S I O N
If every trust decision focuses on a specific TDT, how does the 

DM locate and select the target itself? As the CIO, how would you 

define the boundaries around the various contractors, systems, 

devices, applications, and data sources in order to construct what 

the TDT looks like? What are your options?

At every level, and in each frame, a DM is constantly evaluating 

and comparing among three options for completing the Work:

 ≥ Do nothing. 

 ≥ Undertake the Work using entirely one’s own 

personal capabilities: physical strength, agility, 

counting on your fingers and toes—whatever it 

takes without using any other Resources.

 ≥ Select one or more external Resources to be trusted 

as a TDT with which to complete the Work.

The process is a dynamic one. Very rarely will the first option 

make sense—after all, performing Work produces income, creates 

product, advances knowledge, or delivers entertainment. Nor does 

the second option frequently stand up as an option—in business,  
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teams, or communities, we maximize our productivity by working 

with others and using others’ Resources, not ignoring them. But 

exercising the third option to select any Resource or Resources to 

be a TDT requires a predicate decision—is the selection a viable 

choice? If not, additional decisions chain together, more informa-

tion is acquired, and the requirements for what will be suitable 

Resources refine until, at some point, the process identifies a 

specific Resource (or combination of Resources) to be worthy of 

further evaluation. The identified Resource(s) become the TDT, 

literally the target for the trust decision—can the Resource(s) be 

trusted to perform the Work?

Making any decision that can be trusted is made more com-

plicated by the reality that the variables to be considered are 

volatile, constantly changing. Surrounding conditions may shift, 

Resources may alter in their condition or availability, or a cus-

tomer’s requirements may be revised. The DM must be capable of 

identifying and responding to the changes if the resulting deci-

sions are going to be trusted. Every trust decision is comparable 

to how a surgeon once described his work to me, “We do the same 

thing as an auto mechanic, except the engine is still running at all  

times.”

Chaining as a process enables us to visualize how and where the 

dynamic changes and complexity can be mapped, and the inter-

actions among all of the moving parts can be recalculated toward 

measuring the trustworthiness of a TDT. But one constant, from 

beginning to end, is that Resources are the inventory from which 

TDTs are selected, evaluated, and used. So the Trust Decision 

Model shows Resources as the top layer:
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Resources have immense diversity—people, objects, systems, 

information, money, or property. But a Resource (and any TDT) 

is always an identifiable object, some one or some thing, physical 

or digital, that you can identify, classify, and ultimately evaluate, 

individually and as part of a collection or assembly with other 

Resources, for its trustworthiness.

R U L E S
Since trust decisions are rules-based, rules are an inherent, con-

tinuous presence in the process. Rules do one of three things: they 

express what is required, what is permitted, or what is prohibited. 

In our trust vocabulary, all of these are Rules. The Model presents 

them as a foundational layer below the decision chaining:
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Rules drive every aspect of every trust decision. Our Rules shape 

the selection of possible Resources to consider or reject, the struc-

ture and mathematics of our calculations, and the probabilities 

the DM requires for a final trust decision to result. Decisions at 

each layer of each frame test the adequacy of Rules, mandate the 

Rules to be selected, and instruct the authorship of new Rules upon 

which you may rely in making future trust decisions.

There are many sources of Rules—formal laws and regulations, 

guidances and interpretations, corporate policies and procedures, 

contractual obligations and informal rules of engagement, best 

practices, technology standards, and code-specific architectural 

requirements, to name just a few! For IT architects, business 

executives, compliance officers, venture capitalists, or Scouting 

leaders, the daily challenge in decision making is to identify and 

properly navigate the Rules. Once the Rules are known, everything 

else follows. Later chapters introduce new ways of thinking about 

those processes and how to identify, filter, rank, author, revise, and 

execute with greater precision the Rules that matter. For now, at 

40,000 feet, it is enough to know they are the foundation for the 

entirety of the trust decision process.

I N F O R M A T I O N
To execute, follow, author, apply, or make trust decisions based on 

Rules requires information (Information, in our trust vocabulary). 

As introduced in Chapter 2, Information is the fuel on which trust 

decisions proceed. The interactions among Rules and Information 

are continual and complex. Information is required about the 

Resources, the Work, and how success in performing the Work will 

be measured. Information about the surrounding circumstances, 

the intended results, the possible risks, and the potential rewards 
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and losses—all of this knowledge is required to execute and chain 

together the layers and the frames into a complete trust decision. 

The interdependence among Information, Resources, Rules, 

and chained decisions is inherent. Information is the essential 

fuel—it feeds into the Rules to power the decisions evaluating the 

Resources. In reverse, evaluation of the Resources drives adjust-

ments in the Rules, and new Rules require new Information. The 

Model shows the presence of Information in this manner:

T I M E
In making decisions, time is the one most overlooked asset, yet it 

is the most valuable asset in play within every trust decision. You 

surely have felt the pressure to make a decision by a defined dead-

line. Whether it is a large or small one, the imposition of deadlines 

changes how a decision unfolds, compressing the time to make it 

into a confined space. In business, government, transit, education, 

home repairs—time often emerges as the variable that can most 

alter the decision process and the outcomes.

When time is compressed, we tend to make different choices 
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in identifying Resources, describing the Work, selecting Rules, 

acquiring Information, and Rewinding and Recalculating earlier 

chained decisions. While the chaining architecture of trust deci-

sions works best when decisions chain vertically between layers 

and then across frames, the compression of time imposes a lin-

ear structure, forcing progress toward making a final decision. 

Deadlines reduce and quickly eliminate the ability to perform 

look-backs and revisions, making each decision downstream more 

reliant on the accuracy and effectiveness of those preceding it. 

Returning to this chapter’s opening scenario, realizing the five-

year, return-on-investment projection is defective, you, as CIO, no 

longer have the time to go back. The deadline is now. You are going 

to make your decision based on the weeks of preceding analysis. 

You feel the pressure to send the Audit Committee chair a text 

response, even though you have one more night to process the 

decision. It is Sunday night at 09:15 PM. What are the implications 

of the choice to be made?

T I M E  I S  M O N E Y— A N D  M AY B E  A  L O T  O F  M O N E Y
In the Trust Decision Model, two measures of time are initially 

important. The first measure is the time consumed by the trust 

decision process to reach a final decision. As mentioned in Chap-

ter  2, while many trust decisions are nearly instantaneous, that 

is not always the case. When the decision is a “bet the company” 

decision, a significant amount of time may be consumed. In our 

daily affairs and in planning the big decisions, we rarely focus on 

that time metric or the accumulating cost of taking the time to 

make decisions that must be trusted. Executives, advisors, law-

yers, department managers, compliance executives, consultants, 

accountants, line employees, service providers, contractors—in a 

major corporate deal, all are consuming time to work toward the 

ultimate decisions of a complex deal.
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Despite this fact, in nearly 30 years of participating in corporate 

deals, I rarely saw a calculated estimate of the all-in time required 

to move through the trust decision process to reach a final determi-

nation. The estimates I did see were rough guesses, more focused 

on the out-of-pocket costs of doing the deal. Never did I see alter-

native process models that compared alternative strategies for 

how to complete the contributions of each stakeholder in less time. 

What tools would enable the work to be done more quickly? What 

process rules will better minimize the risk of overlooked valida-

tion studies? How can we leverage technology to enable faster 

analysis? At best, during those years there was an occasional com-

parison of raw costs, such as the rates charged for using outside 

versus inside counsel, or sending contract due diligence to India 

rather than Des Moines. Even now, we are just beginning to see 

project design tools that allow resource planning to consider alter-

native scenarios. The focus continues to be on financial costs, not  

on time.

The second measure of time important to trust is the time that 

is on the other side of the trust decision process—the lost oppor-

tunity cost of a decision delayed by the process. When you are 

making decisions in business, you are driven by the appetite to 

create new wealth or preserve existing wealth. When trust deci-

sions consume time, they are also consuming the time on the other 

side of the transaction when wealth could be created or lost. As 

CIO, the projections show the company would save $1.2 million in 

operating costs each month; if you decide to defer the decision for 

two more weeks while the second audit is performed, the delay in 

making the decision has a $600,000 direct impact. Even in making 

personal decisions (when to have dinner, what movie to watch, or 

which lawn mower to purchase), time is the ultimate currency in 

play when making trust decisions.
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Both of these measures of time—the time consumed and the lost 

opportunity time—are important and can be incorporated into the 

Model in parallel:

As time advances from left to right, the time consumed by the 

decision (and the related costs) grows in volume. The opportunity 

value of time lost awaiting a decision (and the related wealth to be 

created or preserved) grows as well. Both measures are propor-

tional; and the more time consumed making a decision, the more 

the pressure increases to produce a decision that will be trusted.

A  F I N A L  G L A N C E  F R O M  4 0 , 0 0 0  F E E T
When a deadline is imposed, forcing linear structure onto the trust 

decision process, we must start making choices for which no fur-

ther R & R will be possible: some Resources are not viable to further 

evaluate; some Rules will be ignored; or some Information will not 
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be gathered or, if collected, may not be properly vetted. You surely 

have been there when the deadline is forcing a decision and you 

have to make choices. You know a Resource, a Rule, or Information 

may be relevant but, driven by the deadline, you knowingly exclude 

it from further consideration. Time has run out.

In contrast, when there are enormous assets on the line—a major 

sale, a joint venture, imposing a new regulation, filing a major 

lawsuit, expanding a division, reducing the workforce—you also 

want to make the best possible decisions. You want your decision 

to be trusted; you want to be trusted as contributing well to the 

decision. If there is no deadline, then the decision process expands, 

allowing the circling back and recalculations that are part of its 

architecture. More Resources are considered; more combinations 

of Resources are modeled; the outcomes under more Rules may be 

evaluated; new Information is sought against which to align the 

Rules; and existing Information is vetted more closely. You choose 

to be more thorough even while time ticks away.

P E R S P E C T I V E  M A K E S  A  VA S T  D I F F E R E N C E — D O E S N ’ T  I T ?
By looking at the Trust Decision Model, even from a “higher eleva-

tion,” you can see what happens when those choices are occurring. 

Under deadlines, with big stakes on the line, or in ordinary deci-

sions, you can tag each one of the choices you make in moving 

forward as a decision to leave out or add a Resource, a Rule, or 

Information. It is how you or any DM proceed in every decision. 

Exclusions are intended to save time (to make the deadline) in 

order to gain time (reducing the lost opportunity cost); additions 

consume more time (for a more thorough analysis) and potentially 

cost time (deferred opportunity) on the other side of the pending 

decision.
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Yet, at 40,000 feet, we can observe what happens when elements 

are included or excluded. To make those decisions, the constituents 

within the layers must be ranked. Rules must be mathematically 

scored and stacked; Information must be scored and stacked; and 

Resources must be scored and stacked. How else do we express the 

importance or disposability of any specific element? The process 

is entirely mathematical. The Rules, Information, or Resources 

included or excluded from the later frames of the decision process 

result from a ranking of their values—the process is not emotional, 

it is arithmetic. Once the rankings are in place, we can draw lines 

and boundaries.

A more complete trust decision, however, has one additional crit-

ical measure to be introduced in this chapter: wealth. Decisions 

that are thorough—decisions that are to be trusted—create more 

wealth. When, within the trust decision, there is greater, more 

complete balancing among Resources, Rules, and Information, 

and the chaining of decisions is not forced by deadlines into a lin-

ear structure, the outcome will always be a decision that is more 

successful. Fewer elements are excluded—more Resources are 

considered; more Information is collected; and more Rules are 

evaluated—creating better measurements of the probabilities of 

achieving success in performing the Work. That is the ultimate 

measure of trust—achieving success consistent with the calculated 

probabilities.

Yes, more time is consumed and, in theory, that can mean a growth 

in lost opportunity cost. But imagine if a more thorough decision can 

be generated and given velocity, producing outcomes that are more 

trusted and require less time, thereby not incurring the greater lost 

opportunity cost. Imagine a more comprehensive consideration of 

the full portfolio of what the Trust Decision Model embraces, with 
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fewer exclusions of Rules, Information, and Resources that dead-

lines or competitive pressures would otherwise require.

A  M O D E L  T H A T  M A K E S  Y O U  A  B E T T E R  L E A D E R 
As someone whose decisions are to be trusted, is that not what you 

would like to report? As someone who evaluates the decisions of 

others (and we all do), would you not value greater thoroughness 

and velocity in the decisions you review? Of course. Had you, as 

CIO, previously built a Rule that did not allow projected direct 

costs to be input without your sign-off on the second audit report, 

there would be no stomach churning. Had your decision model 

forecasted the opportunity cost of delayed decisions, spending 

an extra $50,000 to accelerate the second audit would have been 

viewed as a small added expense to achieve a faster, more trusted 

decision.

In its basic layout, the Trust Decision Model enables us to begin 

seeing our decisions structurally, as a dynamic of known, iden-

tifiable moving parts within a chaining of decisions. We begin 

to understand, against the measure and value of time, how our 

decisions to exclude or include any of the moving parts, arith-

metically calculated and marked by drawn lines, affect the 

trustworthiness of our decisions. As the Trust Decision Model fur-

ther unfolds, and we look ever closer at further layers and frames, 

the importance of connecting trust and time becomes essential, 

determining who will win or lose in the next generations of the  

Digital Age.

Z O O M I N G  I N  F O R  A  C L O S E R  L O O K
In the next chapter, we will zoom in to look closely at the first 

layers of the first frame and how we conceive and stack those 
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layers. Indeed, since so much is going on in the first moments of a 

trust decision, imagine we are increasing our film speed from 24 

to 1,000 frames per second. By increasing the number of frames, 

we are creating 1,000 pictures of what occurs within one second. 

Now comparisons between the frames will expose the very small, 

but important, shifts at each layer and the interactions among the 

moving parts will become more visible.

One more thing: remember how trust decisions are occurring 

inside our minds? As we move ahead, we are going to be looking 

inside, as if the exterior of our trust decisions became transparent. 

As that level of detail comes into focus, moving slowly frame by 

frame, you soon will discover that many trust decisions are aborted 

before they truly begin. “Taking the risk” means choosing not to 

calculate trust and the first opportunity to do so occurs far earlier 

than you might ever imagine.
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 Thank you for your interest in Achieving Digital Trust: The New Rules for 

Business at the Speed of Light.  I hope you have enjoyed what you have read so 

far!   

This book has many different audiences.  If you don’t feel it is right for you, please 

pass it along to those who might benefit from the insights, tools, and strategies 

presented across its pages.   

I also welcome your reactions to what you have read—good or bad, favorable or 

unfavorable. Gaining momentum in the trust revolution will require your feedback and I look forward to 

hearing from you, whether or not you purchase the book! Just drop me an email at 

jeffrey@jeffreyritter.com. 

You can purchase your copy of the book on Amazon here, in paperback and Kindle formats.   

The digital trust revolution has begun! 

Again, my thanks.   
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